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By Sergei Tcherkasski

Taylor Francis Ltd, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Translation. Language:
English . Brand New Book. This book deals with one of the most important sources of the
Stanislavsky System - Yoga, its practice and philosophy. Sergei Tcherkasski carefully collects
records on Yoga in Stanislavsky s writings from different periods and discusses hidden references
which are not explained by Stanislavsky himself due to the censorship in his day. Vivid examples of
Yoga based training from the rehearsal practice of the Moscow Art Theatre and many of Stanislavsky
s studios (the First Studio in 1910s, the Second Studio and Opera Studio of the Bolshoi Theatre in
1920s, Opera-Dramatic Studio in 1930s) are provided. The focus of Tcherkasski s research consists
of a comparative reading of the Stanislavsky System and Yogi Ramacharaka s books, which were a
main source for Stanislavsky. Accordingly, Tcherkasski analyzes elements of the System based on
Yoga principles. Among them are: * relaxation of muscles (muscular release), * communication and
prana, * emission of rays and reception of rays, * beaming of aura, * sending of prana, * attention, *
visualizations (mental images). Special attention is paid to the idea of the superconscious in Yoga,
and in Ramacharaka...
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ReviewsReviews

An extremely amazing book with lucid and perfect reasons. It is actually writter in easy words and phrases and never confusing. Your life period will likely
be transform the instant you full looking over this ebook.
-- Tracy Keeling-- Tracy Keeling

This publication can be worth a read through, and far better than other. It normally will not charge too much. Your life period will likely be enhance as soon
as you comprehensive reading this article pdf.
-- Joyce Boyle-- Joyce Boyle
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